
PREFACE…. 

Dedicated to Robert Walser, whose Family Name is on a brand of sausages that I picked up in
Bregenz, Austria. 

About a month ago, today’s date is the 6th June 2014, I went walking in the generosity of a Sunday
drenched in Sun. It’s delightful when a word for something can relax and offer itself so openly to
it’s constituent parts like on that day, the day of Sun. But words can be awfully treacherous and
wonderfully promiscuous. 

I was walking with my nephew. His name is Will. He’s a lovely and intelligent young man. He’s my
oldest nephew and he’s now living in London (he played a part in a performance I did in London
last year). It was in the North East of London where we walked on this day. 

We’re trying to talk about the words for things, like Sun + Day but we’ve been distracted by another
story. 

We wanted to talk about words at service. How they are coerced into utility, like on a sign. I want to
talk about a man, a homeless person of advanced age, I met near Penn Station—I will protect his
name here and I won’t talk about him either because there are so many stories—whose skin was so
dark I could almost not see the tattooed tear under his left eye. His nails were painted hot pink, and
all dressed up they displayed beautifully in company with the colour of his skin. 

Our little walk on this Sunny day revealed to my nephew and I, a sign on a post painted slick black.
The sign was square-ish and its rounded corners softened the strangeness of its proposition. In black
letters, Capitalised but also with rounded sharp corners, it said PASSING PLACE. I was
immediately floored, so to speak. I had the distinct feeling, after reading these letters that I was
about to pass in to some other zone, another mind—without place. 

I’ve been doing that now for about a year. Writing has traced many places. I’ve written about them
(and many others) when I’ve not been in those places. These places, the writing about them, has
been packed in to, been constrained by, about a calendar year. It seemed then, for a moment on that
sunny day that the sign knew what I’d been performing this whole time. 

All of a sudden the realisation quickly came about that the sign had been enlisted for some sort of
traffic signal. This wasn’t the generosity of a Sun on a Sunday. 



And this is where the story you’re about to embark upon re-enters the stage. 

It seems that the words for things are at the service of many an Apparatus. So, if you would like to
refuse this then please, stop reading, words are also an Apparatus. PASSING PLACE at first made
me laugh because of its ridiculousness! There, in front of me, was a street, a place, houses on one
side and a Victoria Park on the other. Its absurdity made me marvel about the flexibility of words,
The Pleasure of The Text. It’s the remarkable quality of words, their ability to contain so much, that
has allowed me to revel in the words of others, the names of others that I would truly like to
mention here. 

But we’re not going to do that because we’ve witnessed what words can be made to perform, how
they are used. Words in the account we’ve just read have been appropriated for some effect. The
one’s on the sign have been tossed so far away from themselves, like a frisby spinning wildly in a
Park, that they caused me confusion—at first a wonderful confusion—until I realised they were at
the service of whatever Pedestrian Convention they were in service of. 

Refusing a name/words can be a liberating thing and can also serve as a cover, an opportunity for
subterfuge. Someone once told me, I call him MiLKy, that to avoid the face-recognition that a
surveillance camera or some such device is able to ascertain or steal, a face must merely wildly
exaggerate the dishonour to symmetry it prefaces. 

* 
  

We are now PASSING PLACE... GOD FO ERAWEB. 
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